Overview
In 2016, the financial services sector was attacked 65 times more often
than any other sector, according to the IBM Security Trends in the
Financial Services Sector Report. And with the sensitive and highvalue nature of data held by financial institutions, these hacker threats
have not slowed down in the past year. The frequency and amount
of attacks in combination with the increase in regulatory mandates
and enforcement in 2017 mean that maintaining good cybersecurity
hygiene is increasingly important for financial institutions.
The recent Equifax breach serves as a reminder that financial
institutions, in particular, are businesses that are based on trust.
With customers becoming more informed on cybersecurity risks,
it’s paramount for financial institutions to develop and maintain risk
mitigation practices that foster good cybersecurity health.
To take a look at the cybersecurity health of financial institutions,
this September, SecurityScorecard analyzed 2,924 financial
institutions in the SecurityScorecard platform to find existing
vulnerabilities within banks, investment firms, and other financial
firms to determine the cybersecurity performance of the financial
sector, especially as compared to other industries.
Our team also analyzed the cybersecurity posture of the Top 20
highest performing FDIC-insured banks to understand what security
factors pose risks to these financial institutions.
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Key Insights
A SecurityScorecard rating is a comprehensive indicator of relative
security health, or security posture. The SecurityScorecard platform
looks at ten primary risk factors. Within each factor, a breadth of
unique data points is scored and weighted to determine an overall
factor grade. Each factor grade is then appropriately weighted and
used to calculate an organization’s overall rating.
yy

Only 25 % of the Top 20 FDIC-insured banks (ranked by
cybersecurity performance) received an ‘A’ grade in DNS Health.

yy

The financial services industry had more malware events than five
other industries combined.

yy

The financial industry has more difficulty maintaining good
cybersecurity hygiene in the areas of Hacker Chatter, Password
Exposure, and Social Engineering than any other industry.

See the Appendix at the end of this report for key term explanations
and definitions.
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Financial Services Compared
to Other Major Industries
FIGURE 1 : Security Rating by Industry
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Security Ratings

According to the ISACA State of Cybersecurity 2017 Report, half of all
cyberattacks are motivated by financial gain, and with the sensitive data
of financial institutions holding high value on the black market, these
organizations must stay prepared for attacks.
Relative to cybersecurity, the U.S. financial industry ranks Number 3 in
performance out of 18 of the U.S. economy’s primary industries.
Although the financial industry ranks among the top performing
industries for cybersecurity, its Hacker Chatter, Password Exposure, and
Social Engineering scores are below average when compared to other
industries.
Hacker Chatter, Not Just for the Government. Hackers often discuss
potential targets on forums and social media. These discussions may
involve fraud methodologies, potential vulnerabilities, or exploitable
conditions. Much like government agencies, companies from the financial
sector are mentioned frequently in hacker forums, which contributes to
lower scores.
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Although the financial industry ranks among the top performing
industries for cybersecurity, its Hacker Chatter, Password Exposure, and
Social Engineering scores are below average when compared to other
industries.
Hacker Chatter, Not Just for the Government. Hackers often discuss
potential targets on forums and social media. These discussions may
involve fraud methodologies, potential vulnerabilities, or exploitable
conditions. Much like government agencies, companies from the financial
sector are mentioned frequently in hacker forums, which contributes to
lower scores.
Password Exposure Creates Collateral Risks. Hackers circulate and
trade compromised databases from companies that have been breached.
Usually, these databases contain usernames, email addresses, and user
passwords. Attackers engage in password reuse attacks against thirdparty services to gain access through an account that reuses passwords
across all services. For example, hackers are known to have taken the
emails and passwords from the LinkedIn breach and then used these
credentials to attempt to gain access to enterprise network resources.
Employees within the financial sector have been observed making
use of their corporate email addresses across many services, such as
e-commerce sites or third-party business services. Financial sector
email and password combinations are considered high-value assets
Example of password and email combination databases
circulating in the hacker underground.

and are frequently distributed and traded amongst hackers. Scores are
lowered when email and password combinations are detected by the
SecurityScorecard platform.
More on Social Engineering. The use of corporate email addresses for
third-party services such as social networking and e-commerce platforms
can create an incoming communication risk as it relates to social
engineering. Attackers will often profile email addresses obtained from
data breaches and match them to existing social network profiles to target
accounts and execute spear phishing attacks, leveraging information from
social media profiles. Attackers will also make use of email marketing
data to profile their targets. Email marketing firm breaches have resulted
in the circulation of billions of email addresses within the hacker
underground.
When a financial services email address is detected from one of the above
referenced data breaches, email marketing services, or when it maps
to a social network profile, the Social Engineering score is negatively
impacted, as there is a higher risk of spear phishing attacks.
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Hackers Target Financial Records
FIGURE 2 : Percentage of Major Data Breaches
by Industry, Mar ‘17 - Aug ‘17
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With impending regulations--like General Data Protection Regulation
in the European Union (GDPR) or New York Department of Financial
Services Cybersecurity Rule in New York–putting more stringent
guidelines around cybersecurity programs and increasing the
consequences for non-compliance, one might think that the financial
sector would have fewer breaches than other industries.
However, of the 87 companies (across all 18 industry sectors) around
the world breached between March 2017 and August 2017 that
SecurityScorecard analyzed, 10 percent were financial services
organizations- meaning that more breaches occurred in the financial
sector than in the telecommunications, transportation, food,
manufacturing, and pharmaceutical sectors combined.
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Malware Detected Across Financial Industry
FIGURE 3 : Malware in Financial Industry
Compared to Other Industries*
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A total of 50,803 malware events were detected in all the surveyed
financial services firms between March and August 2017. Expressed
differently, the financial services industry had more malware events
than the government, hospitality, construction, food, legal, and energy
industries combined.
45% of the financial firms that were scanned had at least one malware
event between March and August 2017, a proof point that hackers
frequently target the financial industry.
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SecurityScoreard Results for
Top 20 FDIC-Insured Banks Ranked by
Cybersecurity Performance
The table below shows the ten critical security category grades for the
top 20 U.S. FDIC-insured banks (ranked by cybersecurity performance).
Even top performers struggled with cybersecurity issues in DNS Health,
Network Security, and Patching Cadence. Only 30 percent of top
performers scored an ‘A’ in DNS Health.
What a Bank’s Low DNS Health Score Indicates:
yy

SecurityScorecard looks at DNS configurations from multiple
perspectives which include compliance, best practices, third-party
vendor detection, and secure configurations.

FIGURE 4 : Security Posture of the Top 20 US Banks in order of Total Score
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By examining the availability and settings for DKIM, SPF, and
DMARC—three controls that play a role in the secure sending and
delivery of email messages—SecurityScorecard provides insights into
the overall security posture of an organization. If a large enterprise
is not correctly securing these three settings, it can be indicative of a
larger problem of failure to securely configure systems and networks.

yy

This may be why, even for top performers, that low DNS Health is
coupled with weaker scores in other risk factors, such as patching
cadence or network security.

yy

The SecurityScorecard platform also checks enterprise DNS servers
for “open relay” settings–where an attacker can trick the server into
conducting a reflected DDoS attack against arbitrary victims. In other
words, a bank with a low DNS score may be susceptible to a DDoS
attack.

To drill down on some of the issues that contributed to lower scores for
top performers, SecurityScorecard took a random sample from eight of
these 20 top performers and found:
yy

100% of banks sampled had a typosquat issue–this is when an
attacker tricks users who accidentally enter an incorrect website or
they send fake emails from a similar-sounding domain name.

yy

7 out of 8 sampled banks had a tls extended validation issue.

yy

7 out of 8 sampled banks had an end-of-life date issue.

Even though regulators and auditing firms are now issuing more
comprehensive guidance, financial organizations must remain vigilant
by building an ongoing risk mitigation strategy that includes a robust
cybersecurity program. This program must be equipped with abilities to
detect, report on, and remediate threats, all in a manner that can adapt
to the evolving threats and the shifting regulatory landscape.
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Appendix
Application Security
SecurityScorecard uses security testing techniques to scour for
vulnerabilities in applications that leave an organization open to
exploitation. Web servers and services used to host applications and
versions of those services are identified to ensure they are up to date.
By combining a detailed knowledge of software vulnerabilities with
service versions, SecurityScorecard can identify insecure technology
being used to host applications.

Cubit™ Score
Cubit Score is SecurityScorecard’s proprietary threat indicator. It rates
organizations based on a targeted collection of security issues specific
to that business. Cubit reviews all security signals and identifies the
ones most vulnerable to hackers, including examples such as admin
subdomains exposed by public-facing DNS records, blacklisted IPs,
spam- generating IPs, IPs hosting malicious executables and
configurations displaying personal information about system
administrators.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
An international catalog of publicly known information security
vulnerabilities and exposures.

IP Reputation
To evaluate if malware is active in a system, SecurityScorecard reverse
engineers the source code of an infection and determines how the
malware communicates back to its control. Researchers can then
intercept the communication, which can be traced back to an IP address
from which it’s emanating, indicating an infected network.
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Password Exposure
Passwords that are exposed as part of data leaks, key logger dumps,
database dumps and other types of exposure are identified.
SecurityScorecard ties the credentials back to companies that own the
exposed email accounts, allowing clients to see where employees have left
their organizations exposed.

Network Security
SecurityScorecard identifies potential vulnerabilities in network security
by identifying open ports and examining whether or not an organization
uses best practices such as staying up-to-date with current protocols, or
securing network endpoints to ensure external access to internal systems
are minimized.

Patching Cadence
SecurityScorecard surveys scans ports and crawls sites to gather
information relative to the versions of software and hardware in use by
an organization. If there are vulnerabilities, such as end-of-life software
that can no longer be patched, or unpatched CVEs such as POODLE,
FREAK, DROWN, or Heartbleed, SecurityScorecard notes and tracks the
vulnerability.

Social Engineering
SecurityScorecard identifies multiple factors related to social engineering
such as employees using corporate account information in social
networks; employees exposing an organization to phishing attacks and
span; and employees posting negative reviews of the business to social
platforms.
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About SecurityScorecard
SecurityScorecard helps enterprises gain operational command of
their security posture and the security posture of their third-parties
through continuous, non-intrusive monitoring. The company’s
approach to security focuses on identifying vulnerabilities from an
outside perspective, the same way a hacker would. SecurityScorecard’s
proprietary SaaS platform offers an unmatched breadth and depth of
critical data points including a broad range of risk categories such as
Application Security, Malware, Patching Cadence, Network Security,
Hacker Chatter, Social Engineering, and Leaked Information.
To receive an email with your company’s current score,
please visit instant.securityscorecard.com.
www.securityscorecard.com
1 (800) 682-1707
info@securityscorecard.com
@security_score
SecurityScorecard HQ
214 West 29th St
5th Floor
NYC, NY 10001
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